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Standing Committee on Environment and Public
Parliament House
Perth WA 6000
19th January 2009
Dear Ms Mills and Committee,
Petition No 18 - Regarding Western Australia Electoral Commission

Thank you for considering my petition as presented by Hon Ken Travers.
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Around late August, early September, last year, I was contacted by a private investigator, firstly by phone
then a visit, who claimed to be appointed by the WA Electoral Commissioner to investigate matters relating
to donations. Verficiation was by means of sighting a letter the investigator showed me.
On request, we provided copies of certain documents relating to invoicing and payment of accounts to the
investigator. The meeting concluded that if I remembered any additional information, please contact him.
In mid-November 2008, I received a number of what I believed were important documents related to the
investigation.
I contacted the investigator, who told me he had concluded his investigation. But after hearing what
documents I had, suggested I contact the WA Electoral Commissioner, Warwick Gately. I was provided
a direct phone number.
•

After several attempts to contact Mr Gately, I eventually had a conversation with him, that I felt was totally
unacceptable from a senior public officer with the responsibility for this investigation.
I told Mr Gately about the documents I had and asked if he wanted them.
His comment was: If you want to send them in, that's up to you."
I was a bit taken back by this approach, in the light of the publicity and community concerns about this
matter.
Additionally, I told Mr Gately about my connection with the person being investigated and enquired when
he expected his report to be released.
I was told, he wasn't talking to the media and couldn't provide a date of finalising the investigation.
Less than a week later, WA Electoral Commission spokesperson told the Community New Group "there
was no evidence that Cr Miles had committed an offence."
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My concerns are fourfold:
1. Was all the information available fully investigated? If so, how could the WA Electoral Commission justify
its decision? I know for a fact the documents that I had, had not been considered.
2. Why are WA Electoral Commission investigations not publically available documents? Whenever most
other government department investigate issues, reports are made public and readily available. Why the
secrecy at the WAEC?
•

3. No witness statements were taken by the Electoral Commissioner or any of his employees. Why Not?
4. A number of key people who made donations were never interviewed. If an inquiry was to investigate
political donations, why wouldn't you interview the people who made the donations?
In closing, I believe if the WA Electoral Commission had conducted its investigation in this matter
thoroughly, they would have interviewed most agricultural farmers in the Carabooda and Nowergup
areas regarding political donations to this individual.
Not one of these people were interviewed.
They have openly told me and others about their donations, lost cheques, requests to re-issue of political
donation cheques, yet the WAEC has not spoken to anyone about this issue.
Around the same time there was even declarations of loans between elected members, yet the WA
Electoral Commission doesn't comment or even make a statement regarding their investigation.
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At the least I think the WAEC need to have their processes reviewed and revised where necessary,
plus all investigation reports should be released to the public and media at their conclusion.
Openness and accountability is the least we should expect from this important WA Government
Department.
If you require any additional information, please feel free to contact me.

Managing Director.
2nd February, 20
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